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Abstract

Optimization in dynamic environments is a challenging but important task since
many real-world optimization problems are changing over time. Evolutionary com-
putation and swarm intelligence are good tools to address optimization problems
in dynamic environments due to their inspiration from natural self-organized sys-
tems and biological evolution, which have always been subject to changing envi-
ronments. Evolutionary optimization in dynamic environments, or evolutionary
dynamic optimization (EDO), has attracted a lot of research effort during the
last twenty years, and has become one of the most active research areas in the
field of evolutionary computation. In this paper we carry out an in-depth survey
of the state-of-the-art of academic research in the field of EDO and other meta-
heuristics in four areas: benchmark problems/generators, performance measures,
algorithmic approaches, and theoretical studies. The purpose is to for the first time
(i) provide detailed explanations of how current approaches work; (ii) review the
strengths and weaknesses of each approach; (iii) discuss the current assumptions
and coverage of existing EDO research; and (iv) identify current gaps, challenges
and opportunities in EDO.

Keywords: Evolutionary computation, swarm intelligence, dynamic problem,
dynamic optimization problem, evolutionary dynamic optimization

1. Introduction1

Many real-world optimization problems are subject to changing conditions over2

time, so being able to optimize in a dynamic environment is important. Changes3
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may affect the object function, the problem instance, and/or constraints, e.g., due4

to the arrival of new tasks, the breakdown of machines, the change of economic5

and financial conditions, and the variance of available resources, [1, 2]. Hence, the6

optimal solution(s) of the problem being considered may change over time.7

In the literature of optimization in dynamic environments, researchers usually8

define optimization problems that change over time as dynamic problems or time-9

dependent problems. In this paper, our concern is focused on dynamic optimization10

problems (DOPs), which are a special class of dynamic problems that ”are solved11

online by an optimization algorithm as time goes by”.12

Addressing DOPs is very challenging since it requires an optimization algo-13

rithm to not only locate an optimal solution(s) of a given problem but also track14

the changing optimal solution(s) over time when the problem changes.Evolutionary15

computation (EC) and swarm intelligence are good tools to address DOPs due16

to their inspiration from natural self-organized systems and biological evolution,17

which have always been subject to changing environments. The study of applying18

evolutionary algorithms (EAs) and similar techniques to solving DOPs is termed19

evolutionary optimization in dynamic environments or evolutionary dynamic op-20

timization (EDO) in this paper 1.21

It is noticeable that in many EDO studies, the terms “dynamic problems/time-22

dependent problems” and “DOPs” are not explicitly distinguished or are used23

interchangeably. In these studies, DOPs are either defined as a sequence of static24

problems linked up by some dynamic rules [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] or as a problem that has25

time-dependent parameters in its mathematical expression [8, 9, 10, 11], without26

explicitly mentioning whether the problems are solved online by an optimization27

algorithm or not. In definitions like those cited above, although the authors may28

assume that the problems are solved online by the algorithm as time goes by29

(as mentioned by the authors elsewhere or as shown by the way their algorithms30

solve the problems), this assumption was not captured explicitly in the definitions.31

However, it is necessary to distinguish a DOP from a general time-dependent32

problem because, no matter how the problem changes, from the perspective of33

an EA or an optimization algorithm in general, a time-dependent problem is only34

different from a static problem if it is solved in a dynamic way, i.e., the algorithm35

needs to take into account changes during the optimization process as time goes36

by [1, 12, 13]. Hence, only DOPs are relevant to EDO research.37

To make it clearer and to distinguish DOPs from other types of time-dependent38

or dynamic problems, in this paper we propose the following definition for DOPs:39

Definition 1 (Dynamic optimization problem). Given a dynamic problem ft,40

1Although its main focus is on evolutionary optimization techniques, this paper will also cover
swarm intelligence and other meta-heuristic techniques used to solve DOPs
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an optimization algorithm G to solve ft, and a given optimization period
[

tbegin, tend
]

,41

ft is called a dynamic optimization problem in the period
[

tbegin, tend
]

if dur-42

ing
[

tbegin, tend
]

the underlying fitness landscape that G uses to represent ft changes43

and G has to react to this change by providing new optimal solutions.44

Amore detailed version of this definition for DOPs was provided in [14, Chapter45

4] and [15].46

Although a few EDO works appeared in the early days of EC [16, 17], the47

field is still relatively young since most of the studies on EDO have been made in48

the last 20 years. During the last 20 years, especially in recent years, EDO has49

attracted a lot of research effort and has become one of the most active research50

areas in the EC community in terms of the number of activities and publications.51

There have been regular annual special sessions/workshops dedicated to EDO in52

major conferences in the field such as the Congress on Evolutionary Computation,53

the Evo*, and the GECCO workshops; there are several special issues on EDO in54

specialist journals (e.g. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation and Soft55

Computing); and there are a number of monographs on the topic [18, 7, 13, 19].56

A number of studies have been made in the past to review the literature in the57

field. Some first attempts were made by Branke [20, 18]. The topic, as a part of58

the broader area of uncertainty and dynamic environments, was briefly surveyed59

and classified in 2005 in [12]. Various aspects of EDO were also covered in many60

PhD theses and monographs [18, 7, 13, 21, 19, 14]. Most recently, Cruz et al.61

[11] have made a detailed review on DOP studies to (a) provide an “overview of62

related works on DOPs on the last decade” and (b) to present a new repository63

about the topic in an “organized” way. The review was done based on a systematic64

search on search engines using some DO-related terms to find relevant references.65

The found references then are grouped into different categories in terms of type66

of publications, type of dynamism, methods, performance measures, applications67

and publication year. These categorizations provide some interesting statistics of68

the current trend of current literature, and the proportion of studies following a69

particular approach within each category. Some discussions about future directions70

of the field, based on the overview, were also provided.71

All the survey studies mentioned above are very useful in summarising, classi-72

fying and providing an up-to-date overview of existing work in EDO. However, we73

believe that to provide researchers with a complete review of how and why existing74

approaches work and what are the current challenges of the field, it is necessary75

to complement the above surveys with a more in-depth review which provides (a)76

deeper explanations of how current approaches work; (b) the strengths and weak-77

nesses of each approach; (c) the current assumptions and coverage of existing EDO78

research; and (d) an analysis of current gaps, the challenges and opportunities in79

EDO based on (a), (b) and (c).80
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The purpose of this paper is to provide such an in-depth review. It will focus on81

reviewing four different aspects of EDO research: benchmark problems/generators,82

performance measures, algorithmic approaches (EAs, swarm intelligence and other83

meta-heuristic methods), and theoretical developments. Some future research is-84

sues and directions regarding EDO will also be presented.85

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the86

benchmark problems and benchmark problem generators that have been used for87

EDO in the literature. Section 3 describes the performance measures that are com-88

monly used by researchers in the domain. Section 4 reviews different approaches89

that have been developed by researchers to address DOPs. The strengths and90

weaknesses of different approaches are also discussed in Section 4. The theoretical91

development regarding EDO is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summa-92

rizes the paper and presents some discussions on the future research issues and93

directions regarding evolutionary optimization in dynamic environments.94

2. Benchmark problems95

2.1. Properties of a good benchmark problem96

The use of benchmark problems is crucial in the process of developing, eval-97

uating, and comparing EDO algorithms. According to [18, 13, 22, 21], a good98

benchmark problem is one that has the following characteristics:99

1. Flexibility: Configurable under different dynamic settings (change severity,100

frequency, periodicity) and different scales (number of optima, dimensions,101

domain ranges etc).102

2. Simplicity and efficiency: Simple to implement, analyze, or evaluate, and103

computationally efficient.104

In addition, because the ultimate goal of any optimization algorithm is to be105

applicable to real-world situations, a good benchmark problem needs to satisfy106

the following important property:107

3. Allow conjectures to real-world problems or resemble real-world problems to108

some extent [18, 19].109

2.2. Reviewing existing general-purpose benchmark generators/problems110

In this section, we will review the commonly used general-purpose dynamic111

optimization benchmark generators/problems in the literature based on the above112

criteria. The purpose is to identify the common characteristics of benchmark113

problems to (a) investigate how academic problems reflect the properties of real-114

world problems and (b) facilitate researchers in choosing the right test problems.115
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It should be noted that in this section we focus only on simple, aritificial general-116

purpose benchmark generators/problems. There are a large number of problem-117

specific dynamic combinatorial benchmark problems, which are created from static118

combinatorial problems such as the travelling salesmen problems, the scheduling119

problems and the knapsack problems by adding time-dependent elements to the120

problem parameters. For a comprehensive list of such problems, readers are refer121

to [11].122

When reviewing existing benchmark generators/problems, we can either cat-123

egorize problems based on the ways they are generated, or based on the charac-124

teristics of the generated problems. In this section we choose the second way of125

categorization because (i) it better suits the purpose of identifying the common126

characteristics of benchmark problems and (ii) it helps users in choosing the suit-127

able benchmark for their applications. In the end, what users look for in selecting128

a benchmark problem is not how they are generated but what types of dynamics129

they represent and what characteristics they have.130

The characteristics of each general-purpose benchmark generator/problem are131

identified and the problems are classified into different groups based on the follow-132

ing different criteria:133

1. Time-linkage: Whether the future behaviour of the problem depends on the134

current and/or the previous solutions found by the algorithm or not.135

2. Predictability: Whether the generated changes follow a regular pattern (e.g.136

optima moving in fixed step sizes, landscape rotating in fixed angles, cyclic/137

periodical changes, and predictable change intervals), and hence are pre-138

dictable, or not.139

3. Visibility: Whether the changes are visible to the optimization algorithm and140

if so whether changes can be detected by using just a few detectors (special141

locations in the search space where the objective or constraint functions are142

re-evaluated to detect changes)143

4. Constrained problem: Whether the problem is constrained or not, and if yes,144

whether the constraints change over time.145

5. Number of objectives: Whether the problem has a single objective or multiple146

objectives.147

6. Type of changes: Detailed explanation of how changes occur.148

7. Changes are cyclic/periodical/recurrent or not?149

8. Factors that change: Objective functions, domain of variables, number of150

variables, constraints, or other parameters.151

Tables 1 and 2 provides the detailed information of each artificial benchmark152

problem in the continuous and combinatorial domains, respectively, and their char-153

acteristics.154
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From tables 1 and 2, we can see that the common characteristics of academic155

benchmark problems are as follows.156

• All of the reviewed general-purpose benchmark generators/problems are non157

time-linkage problems. There are a couple of general-purpose benchmark158

problems with the time-linkage property [23, 15, 24], but they are proposed159

as a proof of principle rather than a complete set of benchmark problems.160

• Most of the reviewed benchmark generators/problems are unconstrained or161

domain constrained, except the two most recent studies [25, 26, 27]162

• In the default settings of most of the review benchmark generators/problems,163

changes are detectable by using just a few detectors. Exceptions are some164

problem instances in [28, 29] where only one or some peaks move, and in165

[6, 26, 25, 27] where the presences of the visibility mask or constraints make166

only some parts of the landscapes change. Due to their highly configurable167

property some benchmark generators can be configured to create scenarios168

where changes are more difficult to detect.169

• In most cases the factors that change are the objective functions. Exceptions170

are the problems in [25, 26, 27] where the constraints also change and one171

instance in [30] where the dimension also changes. Dimensional changes have172

also been taken into account in recent combinatorial optimization research,173

for example [31]. There were also some research that solved stationary prob-174

lems by considering them as problems with changing dimensions (start from175

a low number of dimensions and then increase if needed) [32, 33].176

• Many generators/problems have unpredictable changes in their default set-177

tings, but due to their flexibility some of the generators/problems can be178

configured to allow predictable changes, at least in the frequency and peri-179

odicity of changes180

• A majority of benchmark generators / problems have periodical/ recurrent181

changes182

• Most generators/problems are single-objective except the problems in [34,183

35, 36]. Recently there are some new dynamic multi-objective problems e.g.184

[37], but most of them are based on the first two of the papers mentioned185

above.186

The common characteristics of academic benchmark problems above reflect187

the current main assumptions of the EDO community about the characteristics of188

DOPs. In Subsection 6.2 we will discuss whether these assumptions fully reflect189

the properties of real-world dynamic optimization problems.190
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Table 1: Common general-purpose benchmark generators/problems in the continuous do-
main

Factors that change

General notes Time-
linkage

Changes are pre-
dictable?

Changes are de-
tectable by using
just a few detec-
tors?

Single/
Multi
Obj?

Type of changes Changes
are cyclic/
periodical/
recurrent?

Objective
func-
tions

Domain
of
vari-
ables

Number
of
vari-
ables

Constr.
func-
tions

Others notes

Switching
function
[28]

The benchmark consists
of two landscapes A and
B. Changes can occur in
three ways: (1) linear
translation of peaks in A ;
(2) global optimum ran-
domly moves while the rest
of landscape A is fixed;
(3) switching landscapes
between A and B.

No Mostly no (for changes
where peaks are lin-
early translated, peak
movements might
be predictable; the
re-occurance of the
switching landscape can
also be predictable)

Yes & No (There
are three types of
changes. The first
and the last can
be detected by us-
ing a few detec-
tors, while the sec-
ond type of change
is not)

Single-
objective

Three types of
changes: (1) linear
translation of peaks;
(2) global optimum
randomly moves while
the landscape is fixed;
(3) switching land-
scapes.

Yes (sce-
nario (3)),
in both
fast (2 gen-
erations)
and slow
(20 gen-
erations)
modes

N/I
(no
detail
of the
objec-
tive
func-
tion is
given)

No No No Linear trans-
lation of all
peaks; random
movement of
global optimum
and switching
landscape

Moving
Peaks
[20]

The search landscape consists
of a number of randomly gener-
ated peaks, each has its width,
height and location changed af-
ter each change step. The
benchmark is highly config-
urable (dimension, number of
peaks and the dynamics of each
peak are all configurable)

No Mostly no in the default
settings but some fac-
tors can be predictable
if specifically configured
(e.g. where the param-
eter lambda=1, the
peaks move in the same
direction and hence
movement direction is
predictable)

Yes in the default
settings but can
be configurable
(the benchmark
generator can
be modifiable to
allow changes in
only a part of the
landscape to make
changes more
difficult to detect)

Single-
objective

Changes in heights,
widths and locations
of peaks. The widths
and heights of peaks
are changed by adding
a Gaussian variable.
The location of peaks
are moved by a fixed
step and the direction
of peaks are based on
a combination of the
previous direction and
a direction parameter.

Configurable Yes No No No Each of the
peaks has its
own time-
dependent
parameters
height, width
and location
and hence each
peak can change
differently. E.g.
[38] configured
the benchmark
to make differ-
ent peaks change
with different
frequencies and
severities.

Oscillating
Peaks
[20]

The search landscape oscillates
among L fixed landscapes.

No Mostly no (it might be
possible to predict the
period of oscillation)

Yes Single-
objective

Landscape switching Yes (due
to the os-
cillation
of land-
scapes)

No No No No Landscape
switching

DF1 [39,
40]

The search landscape consists
of a number of peaks (randomly
generated or pre-determined),
each has its width, height and
location changed after each
time step. The behaviours of
changes are controlled by a lo-
gistic function. The bench-
mark is highly configurable (di-
mension, number of peaks and
the dynamics of each peak are
all configurable)

No No in the five tested in-
stances provided in [40]
but some factors can
be predictable if specif-
ically configured (e.g.
where the motion of
peaks is set to be lin-
ear, peaks’ movement
directions can be pre-
dictable)

Yes in four tested
instances, no in
one test instance
and configurable
(the benchmark
generator can
be modifiable to
allow changes in
only a part of the
landscape to make
changes more
difficult)

Single-
objective

Changes in heights,
widths and locations of
peaks. The behaviours
of changes are con-
trolled by a logistic
function. Depending
on the parameter
of the logistic func-
tion, changes in step
sizes can be fixed,
bifurcation or chaotic.

No in the
five tested
instances
provided
in [40] but
can be con-
figurable

Yes No No No

Gaussian
peak [41]

The search landscape consists
of a number of peaks (randomly
generated), each has its loca-
tion changed after each time
step. Two levels of sever-
ity: abrupt and gradual, were
tested

No No (all peaks move ran-
domly)

Yes Single-
objective

Changes in location of
peaks. Peaks move in
random directions and
the step sizes are uni-
formly distributed over
an interval controlled
by the level of severity.

No Yes No No No
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Table 1 Continuous benchmark generators/problems (cont.)
Factors that change

General notes Time-
linkage

Changes are pre-
dictable?

Changes are de-
tectable by using
just a few detec-
tors?

Single/
Multi
Obj?

Type of changes Changes
are cyclic/
periodical/
recurrent?

Objective
func-
tions

Domain
of
vari-
ables

Number
of
vari-
ables

Constr.
func-
tions

Others notes

Disjoint
landscape
[29]

The main principle of this
benchmark generator is to di-
vide the search space into a
number of disjoint sub-spaces,
each with a separate unimodal
function. The main search
space hence is a composition of
the local optima from the dis-
joint sub-spaces.

No Mostly no but config-
urable (it is possible
to configure the bench-
mark to make it pre-
dictable. In addition,
in the tested example
peaks’ values are artifi-
cially move in a circle,
making it to some ex-
tent possible to predict
the movement)

Dependable on
the number of
peaks that change
at each time step
(in the tested
example, only the
values of some
peaks change)

Single-
objective

Changes in values of
peaks

Yes Yes No No No

Dynamic
rotation
[42]

The principle of this bench-
mark generator is to combine
the original search space with a
”visibility mask”, which allows
only certain parts of the search
space to have the original fit-
ness values. Other regions,
which are hidden by the mask,
have constant, pre-defined fit-
ness values. The dynamics are
created by rotating the origi-
nal search space, the mask, or
both.

No Mostly no (because all
changes in this genera-
tor are created by ro-
tation, to some extent
we can consider the ro-
tation movement pre-
dictable)

Partly (in case
there is no visi-
bility mask, it is
possible to detect
changes using just
one detector. In
case there is a
visibility mask,
the level of diffi-
culty in detecting
changes depends
on the way the
visibility mask is
defined)

Single-
objective

Rotations of the under-
lying search space and
the visibility masks.
The rotation is con-
trolled by an orthogo-
nal matrix.

Yes (due
to the
rotation)

Yes No No No Changes in visi-
bility masks

MOO-
based
dynamic
problem
generator
[34]

The principle of this bench-
mark generator is to use the
aggregating objectives ap-
proach to create a n-objective
dynamic function from n+1
static single-objective func-
tions through a dynamic
weight. The dynamic weight
governs how the dynamic prob-
lem changes. The benchmark
is highly configurable

No Yes and Configurable (it
is possible to configure
the benchmark genera-
tor to create predictable
changes. For example,
in the tested instance
the optimum movement
is configured to be lin-
ear, and hence could be
predictable)

Yes Both
single
and
multiple-
objectives
are
config-
urable

The global optimum
(or the Pareto front in
the multiple-objective
case) can be configured
to move linearly, non-
linearly or to follow
specific moving rules.
The height of the peak
also changes accord-
ingly.

Not in
the tested
instance
but config-
urable

Yes No No No The dynamic
parameter of
the main objec-
tive function is
the aggregate
weight, which
controls how the
problem changes
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Table 1 Continuous benchmark generators/problems (cont.)
Factors that change

General notes Time-
linkage

Changes are pre-
dictable?

Changes are de-
tectable by using
just a few detec-
tors?

Single/
Multi
Obj?

Type of changes Changes
are cyclic/
periodical/
recurrent?

Objective
func-
tions

Domain
of
vari-
ables

Number
of
vari-
ables

Constr.
func-
tions

Others notes

FDA
dynamic
multi-
objective
bench-
mark set
[35] (ex-
tended to
ZJZ in
[37]) and
two HE
problems
[36]

The principle of this bench-
mark generator is to combine
the static multiple-objective
functions with the time-
dependent parameters: F(t)
to control the dynamics of the
density of Pareto solutions,
H(t) to control the dynamic
of the shape of the Pareto
front, and G(t) to control the
dynamic shape of the Pareto
optimal set.

No Configurable (it is pos-
sible to configure the
benchmark generator
to create predictable
changes. It might
also be possible to
predict the period of
oscillation)

Yes Mulitple-
objective

The density of Pareto
solutions, the shape of
the Pareto front and
the shape of the Pareto
set change over time

Yes Yes No No No Changes in the
objective func-
tions are con-
trolled by three
time-dependent
parameters:
F(t), G(t) and
H(t). FDA1 was
extended in [37]
to add nonlinear
linkages between
variables and
to make PF
dynamic. In HE
problems [36]
the Pareto front
is discontinuous.

Dynamic
test func-
tions
[43]

This benchmark set follows
a landscape-oriented approach
where the dynamic test prob-
lems are specifically designed
to represent different changes
in landscape structure, in op-
tima’s positions, in optima’s
values etc. Changes can be lin-
ear or periodical.

No Partly (the changes in
some problems in the
benchmark set follow
predictable rules like
moving linearly or oc-
curring periodically)

Yes for most
tested instances
(exceptions are in
problems like the
OPoL where only
the position of the
global optimum
changes)

Single-
objective

Different types of
changes are generated
in different functions,
e.g. changes in land-
scape structure, in
optima’s positions,
in optima’s values
etc. Changes can be
linearly or periodically.

Yes Yes No No No

CDOPG
(XOR-
extension
for con-
tinuous
domain)
[44]

The principle in this genera-
tor is to use an orthogonal
transformation matrix to peri-
odically rotate a static land-
scape to create dynamic in-
stances (in a similar way to the
XOR benchmark in the combi-
natorial domain). The proper-
ties of the fitness landscape is
preserved after each change

No No (but the periodicity
of rotations can be pre-
dictable)

Yes Single-
objective

The fitness landscape
is rotated. The mag-
nitude of change is de-
fined by the rotation
angle.

Yes (due
to the
rotation)

Yes No No No Changes (rota-
tions) are made
on the deci-
sion variables.
Specifically,
before being
evaluated each
individual vec-
tor is moved
(rotated) to a
different po-
sition in the
fitness land-
scape using
an orthogonal
matrix.
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Table 1 Continuous benchmark generators/problems (cont.)
Factors that change

General notes Time-
linkage

Changes are pre-
dictable?

Changes are de-
tectable by using
just a few detec-
tors?

Single/
Multi
Obj?

Type of changes Changes
are cyclic/
periodical/
recurrent?

Objective
func-
tions

Domain
of
vari-
ables

Number
of
vari-
ables

Constr.
func-
tions

Others notes

CEC09
GDBG
[30]

This set of benchmark genera-
tors is a combination of exist-
ing ideas about landscape shift-
ing [45], landscape rotation [46,
42, 45, 44], and using dynamic
rules to control change steps
[40]

No No (but the periodicity
of rotations can be pre-
dictable)

Yes Single-
objective

The fitness landscape
is rotated and shifted.
The magnitude of
change is defined by
the rotation angle.

Yes (due
to the
rotation)

Yes No Yes
(for
each
pro-
posed
prob-
lem,
there
is one
in-
stance
with
chang-
ing
di-
men-
sion)

No The landscape is
rotated and the
heights/widths
of peaks are also
changed. Rota-
tion are made
on decision
variables. The
magnitude of
changes (angle
of rotation) is
determined by
dynamic rules
(small/ large/
chaotic/ ran-
dom/ recurrent/
noisy).

G24 dy-
namic
con-
strained
bench-
mark set
[25, 26]

The principle of this bench-
mark generator is to make
existing benchmark problems
dynamic by replacing their
static parameters with time-
dependent parameters. The
benchmark supports dynamics
in the constraint functions and
the problems are organized in
pairs, of which each pair has
two almost identical problem,
one with a special property and
one with not.

No Yes (changes follow pre-
dictable rules like linear
movements and periodi-
cal movements)

No (there are sit-
uations when only
a part of the land-
scape changes due
to dynamic con-
straints. In such
case it might not
be easy to detect
changes using a
few detectors)

Single-
objective

Combinations of
changes in objective
functions, changes
in constraints and
changes in both.
Changes are linear and
cyclic.

Yes Yes No No Yes Changes (lin-
ear and cyclic)
are made on
the parameters
of the objec-
tive functions
and constraint
functions

A dy-
namic
con-
strained
bench-
mark
problem
[27]

The principle of this bench-
mark generator is to com-
bine existing ”field of cones
on a zero plane” with dy-
namic norm-based constraints
(with square/diamond/sphere-
like shapes)

No No in the proposed set-
tings

No (there are sit-
uations when only
a part of the land-
scape changes due
to dynamic con-
straints. The au-
thor also proposed
an unconstrained
version [47] where
the level of de-
tectability is ad-
justable)

Single-
objective

Locations of peaks
and constraints are
changed following a
a Gaussian variable
with fixed mean and
variance

Partly
(changes
are re-
current
because
they are
generated
using a
Gaussian
variable
with fixed
mean and
variance)

Yes No No Yes
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Table 2: Common general-purpose benchmark generators/problems in the combinatorial
domain

Factors that change

General notes Time-
linkage

Changes are
predictable?

Changes are de-
tectable by using
just a few detec-
tors?

Single/
Multi
Obj?

Type of changes Changes
are cyclic/
periodical/
recurrent?

Objective
func-
tions

Domain
of
vari-
ables

Number
of
vari-
ables

Constr
func-
tions

Others notes

Dynamic
Match
Fitness
[48]

This benchmark generator is
based on the static bit-matching
function (find a solution that
matches a given string). The
dynamics elements are introduced
by changing the match-string.

No Not in the
default set-
tings but
configurable
to be cyclic
and hence
its period-
icity can be
predictable

Dependable on
particular changes
(number of bits
changed and
the location of
changing bits)

Single-
objective

Changes are intro-
duced by changing a
number of bits in the
match-string

No (not
consid-
ered in
the tested
instances
but config-
urable)

Yes No No No

XOR [49,
50]

This benchmark generator can be
combined with any static binary-
coded problems to generate dy-
namic problems. Dynamic prob-
lems are generated by XOR-ing
each individual with a special bi-
nary mask, which determines the
magnitude of changes (in term of
Hamming distances). Dynamic
landscapes generated by the XOR
operator have a special property
that the landscape structure (and
hence the distances among indi-
viduals and their fitness values) is
preserved after each change.

No Not in the
default set-
tings but
configurable
to be cyclic
and hence
its period-
icity can be
predictable

Dependable on
particular changes
and on the under-
lying landscape

Single-
objective

Changes are intro-
duced by changing a
number of bits in the
binary mask, which
will later be used to
transform the position
of individuals in the
population. The sever-
ity level of changes
is represented by the
Hamming distance
between the old and
new binary mask.

Yes (the
original
version
does not
support
cyclic
changes,
but an
extended
version was
proposed
in [51, 52]

Yes No No No Changes are
made on the
vector of decision
variables. Specif-
ically, before
being evaluated
each individual
vector is moved
to a different
position in the
fitness landscape
using the XOR
operator and the
binary mask.
In other words,
instead of moving
the optimum,
using the XOR
operator the
search population
is moved after
each change.

Dynamic
DTF [22]

This benchmark generator is
based on the static Unitation
and Trap functions. The static
functions are made dynamic by
making theirs static parameters
time-dependent and by changing
the scales of function values.
The benchmark generator is
highly configurable

No No in the
default set-
tings but
configurable
to be cyclic
and hence
its period-
icity can be
predictable

No (there is no
guarantee that us-
ing a few detectors
can detect changes
because due to the
nature of the dy-
namic trap func-
tion, only a part
of the search land-
scape changes)

Single-
objective

Changes in optima
height, size of basin
and both optima
height and basin size.
Other advanced dy-
namic environments
can also be constructed

Not con-
sidered in
the tested
instances
but config-
urable

Yes No No No
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3. Performance measures191

Properly measuring the performance of algorithms is vital in EDO. In this192

section we will (i) review existing studies to identify the most common criteria193

used to evaluate EDO algorithms, (ii) analyze the strengths and weaknesses of194

each measure, and (iii) discuss the possibility to reduce the disadvantages (if there195

are any) of current performance measures. Performance measures in EDO can196

be classified into two main groups: optimality-based and behaviour-based. There197

is also a sub group of measures for dynamic multi-objective optimization. The198

subsections below will discuss each groups of measures in details.199

3.1. Optimality-based performance measures200

Optimality-based performance measures evaluate the ability of algorithms in201

finding the solutions with the best objective/fitness values (fitness-based measures)202

or finding the solutions that are closest to the global optimum (distance-based mea-203

sures). This type of measures is by far the most common in EDO. The measures204

can be categorized into groups as follow:205

Best-of-generation. This measure is calculated as the best value at each gen-206

eration, averaged over several runs. It is usually used in two ways: First, the best207

value in each generation is plotted against time to create a performance curve.208

This measure has been used since the early research in [53, 54, 8, 55, 41] and is209

still one of the most commonly used measures in the literature. The advantage of210

such performance curves is that they can show a more holistic picture of how the211

tested algorithm has performed. However, because the performance curve is not212

scalar, it is difficult to compare the final outcome of different algorithms and to213

see whether the difference between two algorithms is statistically significant [40].214

To improve the above disadvantage, a variation of the measure is proposed
where the best-of-generation values are averaged over all generations [50]. The
measure is described below:

FBOG =
1

G
×

∑i=G

i=1

(

1

N
×

∑j=N

j=1
FBOGij

)

(2)

where FBOG is the mean best-of-generation fitness, G is the number of generations,215

N is the total number of runs, and FBOGij
is the best-of-generation fitness of216

generation i of run j of an algorithm on a particular problem. An identical measure217

has independently been proposed by Morrison [40] under the name collective mean218

fitness (FC).219

FBOG is one of the most commonly used measures. The advantage of this220

measure, as mentioned above, is to enable algorithm designers to quantitatively221

compare the performance of algorithms. The disadvantage of the measure and its222
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variants is that they are not normalized, hence can be biased by the difference of223

the fitness landscapes at different periods of change. For example, if at a certain224

period of change the overall fitness values of the landscape is particularly higher225

than those at other periods of changes, or if an algorithm is able to get particular226

high fitness value at a certain period of change, the final FBOG or FC might be227

biased toward the high fitness values in this particular period and hence might228

not correctly reflect the overall performance of the algorithm. Similarly, if FBOG229

is used averagely to evaluate the performance of algorithms in solving a group of230

problems, it is also biased toward problems with larger fitness values.231

Modified offline error and offline performance. Proposed in [18, 56], the
modified offline error is measured as the average over, at every evaluations, the
error of the best solution found since the last change of the environment. This
measure is always greater than or equal to zero and would be zero for a perfect
performance.

EMO =
1

n

∑n

j=1
eMO (j) (3)

where n is the number of generations so far, and eMO (j) is the best error since232

the last change gained by the algorithm at the generation j.233

A similar measure, the modified offline performance, is also proposed in the
same reference to evaluate algorithm performance in case the exact values of the
global optima are not known

PMO =
1

n

∑n

j=1
FMO (j) (4)

where n is the number of generations so far, and FMO (j) is the best performance234

since the last change gained by the algorithm at the generation j.235

EMO is one of the most commonly used measures in EDO. With this type of236

measures, the faster the algorithm to find a good solution, the higher the score.237

The EMO is closely related to FBOG. The only major difference between the238

two measures is that EMO looks at each evaluation while FBOG looks at only239

the best per generation. Similar to the FBOG, the offline error/performance are240

also useful in evaluating the overall performance of an algorithm and to compare241

the final outcomes of different algorithms. These measures however have some242

disadvantages. First, they require that the time a change occurs is known. Second,243

similar to FBOG, these measures are also not normalized and hence can be biased244

under certain circumstances.245

In [14][Section 5.3.2], the offline error/performance was modified to measure246

the performance of algorithms in dynamic constrained environments. Specifically,247
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when calculating Eq. 3 for dynamic constrained problems, the authors only con-248

sider the best errors/fitness values of feasible solutions at each generation. If in any249

generation there is no feasible solution, the measure will take the worst possible250

value that a feasible solution can have for that particular generation.251

Best-error-before-change. Proposed in [29] 2, this measure is calculated as the
average of the smallest errors (the difference between the optimum value and the
value of the best individual) achieved at the end of each change period (right before
the moment of change).

EB =
1

m

∑m

i=1
eB (i) (5)

where eB (i) is the best error just before the ith change happens; m is the number252

of changes.253

This measure is useful in situations where we are interested in the final solution254

that the algorithm achieved before the change. The measure also makes it possible255

to compare the final outcome of different algorithms. However, the measure also256

has three important disadvantages. First, it does not say anything about how257

the algorithms have done to achieve the current performance. As a result, the258

measure is not suitable if what users are interested in is the overall performance or259

behaviours of the algorithms. Second, similar to the best-of-generation measure,260

this measure is also not normalized and hence can be biased toward periods where261

the errors are relatively very large. Third, the measure requires that the global262

optimum value at each change is known.263

This measures is adapted as the basis for one of the complementary performance264

measures in the CEC’09 competition on dynamic optimization [30].265

optimization accuracy. The optimization accuracy measure (also known as
the relative error) was initially proposed in [57] and was adopted in [58] for the
dynamic case:

accuracy
(t)
F,EA =

F (best
(t)
EA)−Min

(t)
F

Max
(t)
F −Min

(t)
F

(6)

where best
(t)
EA is the best solution in the population at time t, Max

(t)
F ∈ M is the266

best fitness value of the search space and Min
(t)
F ∈ M is the worst fitness value of267

the search space. The range of the accuracy measure ranges from 0 to 1, with a268

value of 1 and 0 represents the best and worst possible values, respectively.269

2named Accuracy by the authors
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The optimization accuracy has the same advantages as the FBOG and EMO270

in providing quantitative value and in evaluating the overall performance of algo-271

rithms. The measure has an advantage over FBOG and EMO: it is independent of272

fitness rescalings and hence become less biased to those change periods where the273

difference in fitness becomes particularly large. The measure, however, has a dis-274

advantage: it requires information about the absolute best and worst fitness values275

in the search space, which might not always be available in practical situations. In276

addition, as pointed by the author himself [58], the optimization accuracy measure277

is only well-defined if the complete search space is not a plateau at any generation278

t, because otherwise the denominator of Eq. 6 at t would be equal to zero.279

Normalized scores. When trying to compare algorithms across a number of dif-280

ferent change periods, or a number of problem instances, or even different problem281

domains, there is the challenge of combining quality measures. One possibility282

is to use rank-based (non-parametric) statistical tests for comparison. Another283

option is to normalize the values.284

[14, 59] proposed such a normalization even across the different change periods285

of a dynamic problem. The idea is that, given a group of n tested algorithms and286

m test instances (which could be m different test problems or m change periods of287

a problem), for each instance j the performance of each algorithm is normalized288

to the range (0, 1) so that the best algorithm in this instance j will have the score289

of 1 and the worst algorithm will get the score of 0. The final overall score of290

each algorithm will be calculated as the average of the normalized scores from291

each individual instance. According to this calculation, if an algorithm is able to292

perform best in all tested instances, it will get an overall score of 1. Similarly, if293

an algorithm performs worst in all tested instances, it will get an overall score of294

0.295

A formal description of the normalized score of the ith algorithm is given in
Equation 7:

Snorm (i) =
1

m

∑m

j=1

|emax (j)− e (i, j)|

|emax (j)− emin (j)|
, ∀i = 1 : n. (7)

where e (i, j) is the modified offline error of algorithm i in test instance j; and296

emax (j) and emin (j) are the largest and smallest errors among all algorithms in297

solving instance j. In case the offline errors of the algorithms are not known (be-298

cause global optima are not know), we can replace them by the offline performance299

to get exactly the same score. The normalized score Snorm can also be calculated300

based on the best-of-generation values.301

The normalized score has two major advantages. First, it looks at relative302

rather than absolute performance. Second, it does not need the knowledge of the303

global optima or the absolute best and worst fitness values of a problem.304
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The normalized score, however, also has its own disadvantages: First, Snorm is305

only feasible in case an algorithm is compared to other peer algorithms because306

the scores are calculated based on the performance of peer algorithms. Second,307

Snorm only shows the relative performance of an algorithm in comparison with308

other peer algorithms in the corresponding experiment. It cannot be used solely309

as an absolute score to compare algorithm performance from different experiments.310

For this purpose, we need to gather the offline errors/offline performance/best-of-311

generation of the algorithms first, then calculate the normalized score Snorm for312

these values. For example, assume that we have calculated SA
norm for all algorithms313

in group A, and SB
norm for all algorithms in group B in a separated experiment. If314

we need to compare the performance of algorithms in group A with algorithms in315

group B, we cannot compare the SA
norm against SB

norm directly. Instead, we need316

to gather the EMO/PMO/FBOG of all algorithms from the two groups first, then317

based on these errors we calculate the normalized scores SAB
norm of all algorithms in318

the two groups.319

Non-fitness distance-based measures. Although most of the optimality-based320

measures are fitness-based, some performance measures do rely on the distances321

from the current solutions to the global optimum to evaluate algorithm perfor-322

mance. In [60], a performance measure, which is calculated as the minimum dis-323

tance from the individuals in the population to the global optimum, was proposed.324

In [61], another distance-based measure was introduced. This measure is calculated325

as the distance from the mass centre of the population to the global optimum.326

The advantage of distance-based measures is that they are independent to327

fitness rescalings and hence are less affected by possible biases caused by the dif-328

ference in fitness of the landscapes in different change periods. The disadvantages329

of these measures are that they require knowledge about the exact position of the330

global optimum, which is not always available in practical situation. In addition,331

compared to some other measures this type of measures might not always correctly332

approximate the exact adaptation characteristics of the algorithm under evaluated,333

as shown in an analysis in [58].334

3.2. Behaviour-based performance measures335

Behaviour-based performance measures are those that evaluate whether EDO336

algorithms exhibit certain behaviours that are believed to be useful in dynamic337

environments. Example of such behaviours are maintaining high diversity through338

out the run; quickly recovering from a drop in performance when a change happens,339

and limiting the fitness drops when changes happen. These measures are usually340

used complementarily with optimality-based measures to study the behaviour of341

algorithms. They can be categorized into the following groups:342
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Diversity. Diversity-based measures, as their name imply, are used to evaluate343

the ability of algorithms in maintaining diversity to deal with environmental dy-344

namics. There are many diversity-based measures, e.g. entropy [62], Hamming345

distance [63, 64, 65], moment-of-inertia [66], peak cover [18], and maximum spread346

[67] of which Hamming distance-based measures are the most common.347

Hamming distance-based measures for diversity have been widely used in static348

evolutionary optimization and one of the first EDO research to use this measure for349

dynamic environments is the study of [63] where the all possible pair-wise Hamming350

distance among all individuals of the population was used as the diversity measure.351

In [64] the measure was modified so that only the Hamming distances among the352

best individuals are taken into account.353

A different and interesting diversity measure is the moment-of-inertia [66],
which is inspired from the fact that the moment of inertia of a physical, rotating
object can be used to measure how far the mass of the object is distributed from the
centroid. Morrison and De Jong [66] applied this idea to measuring the diversity
of an EA population. Given a population of P individuals in N -dimensional space,
the coordinates C = (c1, ..., cN) of the centroid of the population can be computed
as follows:

ci =

∑P

j=1 xij

P

where xij is the ith coordinate of the jth individual and ci is the ith coordinate of354

the centroid.355

Given the computed centroid above, the moment-of-inertia of the population
is calculated as follows:

I =
N
∑

i=1

P
∑

j=1

(xij − ci)
2

In [66], the authors proved that the moment-of-inertia measure is equal to356

the pair-wise Hamming distance measure in the binary space. The moment-of-357

inertia, however, has an advantage over the Hamming distance measure: it is more358

computationally efficient. The complexity of computing the moment-of-inertia359

is only linear with the population size P while the complexity of the pair-wise360

diversity computation is quadratic.361

Another interesting, but less common diversity measure is the peak cover [18],362

which counts the number of peaks covered by the algorithms over all peaks. This363

measure requires full information about the peaks in the landscape and hence is364

only suitable in academic environments.365

In dynamic constrained environments, a diversity-related measure was also366

proposed [14][Section 5.3.2], which counts the percentage of solutions that are367
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infeasible among the solutions selected in each generation. The average score of368

this measure (over all tested generations) is then compared with the percentage369

of infeasible areas over the total search area of the landscape. If the considered370

algorithm is able to treat infeasible diversified individuals and feasible diversified371

individuals on an equal basis (and hence to maintain diversity effectively), the two372

percentage values should be equal.373

Drops in performance after changes. Some EDO studies also develop mea-374

sures to evaluate the ability of algorithms in restricting the drop of fitness when375

a change occurs. Of which, the most representative measures are the measures376

stability [58], satisficability and robustness [64].377

The measure stability is evaluated by calculating the difference in the fitness-
based accuracy measure (see Eq. 6) of the considered algorithm between each two
time steps

stab
(t)
F,EA = max{0, accuracy

(t−1)
F,EA − accuracy

(t)
F,EA} (8)

where accuracy
(t)
F,EA has already been defined in Eq. 6.378

The robustness measure is similar to the measure stability in that it also deter-379

mines how much the fitness of the next generation of the EA can drop, given the380

current generation’s fitness. The measure is calculated as the ratio of the fitness381

values of the best solutions (or the average fitness of the population) between each382

two consecutive generations.383

The satisficability measure focuses on a slightly different aspect. It determines384

how well the system is in maintaining a certain level of fitness and not dropping385

below a pre-set threshold. The measure is calculated by counting how many times386

the algorithm is able to exceed a given threshold in fitness value.387

Convergence speed after changes. Convergence speed after changes, or the
ability of the algorithm to recover quickly after a change, is also an aspect that at-
tracts the attention of various studies in EDO. In fact many of the optimality-based
measures, such as the offline error/performance, best-of-generation, relative-ratio-
of-best-value discussed previously can be used to indirectly evaluate the conver-
gence speed. In addition, in [58], the author also proposed a measure dedicated to
evaluating the ability of an adaptive algorithm to react quickly to changes. The
measure is named reactivity and is defined as follows:

react
(t)
F,A,ǫ = min

{

t′ − t|t < t′ ≤ maxgen, t′ ∈ N,
accuracy

(t′)
F,A

accuracy
(t)
F,A

≥ (1− ǫ)

}

∪ {maxgen− t}
(9)

where maxgen is the number of generations. The reactivity measure has a disad-388

vantage: it is only meaningful if there is actually a drop in performance when a389
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change occurs. Otherwise, nothing can be said about how well the algorithm re-390

acts to changes. In situations like the dynamic constrained benchmark problems in391

[25, 26] where the total fitness level of the search space may increase after a change,392

the measure reactivity cannot be used. In addition, the measure is undefined in393

any period where accuracy
(t)
F,A is zero.394

To provide more insights on the convergence behaviour of algorithms, recently395

a new measure, the absolute recovery rate (ARR) was proposed [25].396

The ARR measure is used to analyze how quick it is for an algorithm to start
converging on the global optimum before the next change occurs :

ARR =
1

m

∑m

i=1

∑p(i)
j=1 [fbest (i, j)− fbest (i, 1)]

p (i) [f ∗ (i)− fbest (i, 1)]
(10)

where fbest (i, j) is the fitness value of the best solution since the last change found397

by the tested algorithm until the jth generation of the change period i , m is the398

number of changes and p (i) , i = 1 : m is the number of generations at each change399

period i and f ∗ (i) is the global optimal value of the landscape at the ith change.400

The ARR score would be equal to 1 in the best case when the algorithm is able401

to recover and converge on the global optimum immediately after a change, and402

would be equal to zero in case the algorithm is unable to recover from the change403

at all. Note that in order to use the measure ARR we need to know the global404

optimum value at each change period.405

Fitness degradation over time. A recent experimental observation [68] showed406

that in DOPs the performance of an algorithm might degrade over time due to407

the fact that the algorithm fails to follow the optima after some changes have oc-408

curred. To measure this degradation, in [68] a measure named β−degradation was409

proposed. The measure is calculated by firstly using linear regression (over the410

accuracy values achieved at each change period) to create a regression line, then411

evaluate the measure as the slope of the regression line. A positive β−degradation412

value might indicate that the algorithm is able to keep track with the moving413

optima. The measure however does not indicate whether the degradation in per-414

formance is really caused by the long-term impact of DOP, or simply by an in-415

crease in the difficulty level of the problem after a change. In addition, a positive416

β−degradation value might also not always be an indication that the algorithm is417

able to keep track with the moving optima. In problems where the total fitness418

level increases, like in the dynamic constrained benchmark problems in [25, 26]419

mentioned above, a positive β−degradation can be achieved even when the algo-420

rithm stays at the same place.421
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3.3. Performance measures for dynamic multi-objective optimization422

In the case of dynamic multi-objective problems, researchers measured perfor-423

mance similar to the single-objective community, except that in a first step the424

multiple objectives are reduced to a single set performance criterion which has425

been commonly used in static multi-objective optimization (e.g., hypervolume,426

maximum spread, inverse generational distance). Then this measure is calculated427

after each certain period, mostly just before the change occurs, so that eventually428

the values can be aggregated over time, e.g. along the idea of offline performance429

[69, 67, 70, 71].430

Similar to the accuracy in single-objective optimization (Eq. 6), there was also431

an accuracy measure for multi-objective optimization [72], which was defined as the432

ratio between the current hypervolume and the maximum hypervolume achieved433

so far (maximization case), or the ratio between the minimum hypervolume so434

far and the current hypervolume (minimization case). Based on this accuracy for435

MOO, a stability and a reactivity measure values can be calculated the same way436

as in the single-objective case using the equations 8 and 9.437

3.4. Discussion438

There are some open questions about performance measures in EDO. First, it439

is not clear if optimality is the only goal of real-world DOPs and if existing perfor-440

mance measures really reflect what practitioners would expect from optimization441

algorithms. So far, only a few studies, e.g., [64, 38, 14], tried to justify the meaning442

of the measures by suggesting some possible real-world examples where the mea-443

sures are applicable. It would be interesting to find the answer for the question of444

what are the main goals of real-world DOPs, how existing performance measures445

reflect these goals and from that investigate if it is possible to make the perfor-446

mance measures more specific (if needed) to suit practical requirements. In [14,447

Chapter 3], a first attempt has been be made to find out more about the main448

optimization goals of real-world DOPs and the link between existing performance449

measures and the goals of real-world applications.450

Second, most optimality-based measures are based on absolute fitness values,451

while relative performance values may also be interesting when comparing different452

algorithms. The accuracy measure [58] is among the few studies that tried to453

normalize fitness values at each change period using a window of the maximum454

and minimum possible values. This requires full knowledge of the maximum and455

minimum possible values at each change period, which might not be available in456

practical situations, while the normalized score proposed in [14] does not require457

this problem-specific knowledge.458

Third, although the behaviour-based measures are usually used complementary459

with the optimality-based measures, it is not clear if the earlier really correlate460
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with the latter. Recent studies[68] have shown that the behaviour-based measure461

stability does not directly relate to the quality of solutions and the results of the462

behaviour-based measure reactivity are “usually insignificant” [73, 68]. It would463

be interesting to systematically study the relationship between behaviour-based464

measures and optimality-based measures, and more importantly the relationship465

between the quality of solutions and the assumptions of the community about the466

expected behaviours of dynamic optimization algorithms.467

4. Optimization approaches468

4.1. The goals of dynamic evolutionary algorithms469

In stationary optimization usually the goal is to find the global optimum as470

quickly as possible. When the considered problem is time-varying, the goal be-471

comes to track the changing optimum. The general assumption is that the problem472

after a change is somehow related to the problem before the change, and thus an473

optimization algorithm needs to learn from its previous search experience as much474

as possible to hopefully advance the search more effectively.475

The following sections will briefly review typical approaches in EDO that have476

been proposed to satisfy the goals above. We will discuss the strengths and weak-477

nesses of the approaches and their suitability for different types of problems.478

Many of the approaches explicitly react to a change. If the occurrance of a479

change is not explicit, it has to be detected. Thus we start with a section on480

change detection.481

4.2. Detecting a change482

Many EDO approaches take explicit action to respond to a change in the en-483

vironment. This either assumes that changes in the environment are made known484

to the algorithm, or that the algorithm has to detect the change. This section485

therefore discusses change detection mechanisms, categorized into (a) detecting486

change by re-evaluating dedicated detectors, and (b) detecting change based on487

algorithm behaviour.488

4.2.1. Detecting change by re-evaluating solutions489

Overview490

Detecting changes by re-evaluating solutions is by far the most common change-491

detection approach. The algorithm regularly re-evaluates some specific solutions492

(detectors) to detect changes in their function values and/or feasibility. Detectors493

can be a part of the population, such as the current best solutions [74, 75, 76, 14],494

a memory-based sub-population [20, 77], or a feasible sub-population [14, 59].495

Detectors can also be maintained separately from the search population. In496

this case they can be just a fixed point [78], one or a set of random solutions497
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[79, 80, 47], a regular grid of solutions / set of specifically distributed of solutions498

[13], or a list of found peaks [81, 82].499

Strenghts and weakenesses500

Because using detectors involves additional function evaluations, it might be501

necessary to identify an optimal number of detectors to maximize algorithm per-502

formance. Most existing methods just use one or a small number of detectors to503

avoid being affected by additional evaluation cost. However, in situations where504

only some parts of the search space change, e.g. in [25, 26, 47] and in a list of505

real-world problems cited in [14], using only a small number of detectors might506

not guarantee that changes are detected [47]. A number of recent attempts has507

been made to overcome this drawback. In [13, 47, 14], different methods were508

considered to study the optimal number of detectors depending on the size and509

complexity of the solved problem. A theoretical analysis in [13] showed that prob-510

lem dimensionality is a prominent factor in the success of change detection. This511

finding was later confirmed in the experiments in [47].512

The clear advantage of re-evaluting dedicated detectors is that it allows ”robust513

100% detection” if a high enough number of detectors is used [47]. Richter [47]514

also showed that the more difficult change detection is, the more favorable is the515

approach of re-evaluating dedicated detectors, which was called ”sensors” by the516

author.517

Re-evaluating dedicated detectors also have some disadvantages. First, there518

is the additional cost due to that detectors have to be re-evaluated at every gen-519

eration. Second, this approach might not be accurate when used in problems with520

noisy fitness function because noises may mislead the algorithm to thinking that521

a change has occured [83].522

4.2.2. Detecting changes based on algorithm behaviour523

Overview524

In [53] and many following studies that use the same idea, changes are detected525

based on monitoring the drop in value of the average of best found solutions over a526

number of generations. In a swarm-based study [83] where the swarm was divided527

into a tree-based hierarchy of sub-swarms, environmental change was detected528

based on observation of changes in the hierarchy itself. In [13], the possibility of529

detecting changes based on diversity, and the relationship between the diversity530

of fitness values and the success rate of change detection, were studied. In [47],531

changes were detected based on statistical hypothesis tests to find the difference532

between distribution of the populations from two consecutive generations. This533

technique has been commonly used in environmental change detection in the real-534

world applications of biomedicine, data mining and image processing, as can be535

seen in the references cited in [47].536

Strenghts and weakenesses537
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Methods that detect changes based on algorithm behaviours have the advan-538

tage of not requiring any additional function evaluations. However, because no539

dedicated detector is used, there is no guarantee that changes are detected [47]. In540

addition, this approach may cause false positives and hence cause the algorithm to541

react unnecessarily when no change occurs. Evidence of false positives was found542

in [83, 47, 25]. For example, in [25, Section IV-C5] it was shown that the change543

detection method based on monitoring the drop in value of best found solutions544

can give false positive indications in non-elitism genetic algorithms on constrained545

dynamic problems. Another possible disadvantage is that some change detection546

methods following this approach might be algorithm-specific, such as the method547

of monitoring swarm hierarchy in [83].548

4.3. Introducing diversity when changes occur549

4.3.1. Overview550

In stationary optimization, the convergence of an evolutionary algorithm is re-551

quired so that the algorithm can focus on finding the best solution in the promising552

area that it has already found. In dynamic optimization, however, convergence553

may be detrimental. This is because if the dynamic landscape changes in one area554

and there is no member of the algorithm in this area, the algorithm will not be555

able to react to the change effectively and hence might fail to track the moving556

global optimum.557

Intuitively one simple solution for this drawback is to increase the diversity558

of an EA after a change has been detected. This solution is described in the559

pseudo-code of Algorithm 1.560

Algorithm 1 Introducing diversity after detecting a change

1. Initialize:: Initialize the population

2. For each generation

(a) Evaluate: Evaluate each member of the population
(b) Check for changes : Detect changes by monitoring possible signs of

changes, e.g. a reduction in the best fitness values, or re-evaluation
of old solutions

(c) Increase diversity : If change occurs, increase population’s diversity by
changing the mutations (sizes or rates) or relocating individuals

(d) Reproduce: Reproduce a new population using the adjusted muta-
tion/learning/adaptation rate

(e) Return to step 2a

Pioneer studies following this solution are hyper-mutation [53] and variable561

local search (VLS) [84, 85]. They differ mostly in step 2c (Algorithm 1) where562
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different strategies are used to introduce diversity to the population. In his re-563

search, Cob [53] proposed an adaptive mutation operator called hyper-mutation564

whose mutation rate is a multiplication of the normal mutation rate and a hyper-565

mutation factor. The hyper-mutation is invoked only after a change is detected.566

In the VLS algorithm, the mutation size is controlled by a variable local search567

range. This range is determined by the formula (2BITS − 1) where BITS is a value568

adjustable during the search [86] or adapted using a learning strategy borrowed569

from the feature partitioning algorithm by Vavak et al. [84].570

In [14], hyper-mutation was used in an EA to solve dynamic constraint prob-571

lems. Detectors are placed near the boundary of feasible regions and when the572

feasibility of these detectors changes, the EA increases its mutation rate to raise573

the diversity level to track the moving feasible regions. The mutation rate is574

decreased again once the moving feasible region has been tracked successfully.575

Riekert and Malan [87] proposed adaptive Genetic Programming which not only576

increased mutation, but also reduces elitism and increases crossover probability577

after a change.578

The idea of introducing diversity after a change has also been used in dynamic579

multi-objective optimization (DMO). For example, in a multi-population algorithm580

for DMO [67], when a change is detected, random individuals and some competitor581

individuals from other sub-populations are introduced to each sub-population to582

increase diversity.583

The approach of introducing diversity after changes is also used in Particle584

Swarm optimization (PSO). Hu and Eberhart [74] introduced a simple mechanism585

in which a part of the swarm or the whole swarm will be re-diversified using586

randomization after a change is detected. Janson and Middendorf [83] followed a587

more sophisticated mechanism where additional to partial re-diversification, after588

each change the swarm is divided into several sub-swarms for a certain number of589

generations. The purpose of this is to prevent the swarm from converging to the590

old position of the global optimum too quickly. Daneshyari and Yen [88] proposed591

a cultural-based PSO where after a change, the swarms are re-diversified using a592

framework of knowledge inspired from the belief space in Cultural Algorithms.593

Recently, Woldesenbet and Yen [10] proposed a new adaptive method named594

“relocation variable”. In this method, after a change individuals are relocated595

(mutated) to a position within a specific radius, which is estimated based on the596

history of the performance of the individual. The more sensitive the individual is597

to changes, the larger the radius.598

The diversity-introducing approach is still commonly used in many recent EDO599

algorithms, e.g., [81, 89, 47, 27, 90, 91].600
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4.3.2. Strengths and weaknesses601

Because methods following this approach do not need to waste their efforts on602

maintaining diversity all the time, they have a clear advantage of fully focusing on603

the search process and only react to changes once they are detected. In addition,604

methods like hypermutation appear to be good in solving problems with highly605

frequent changes where changes are small and medium. This is because invoking606

mutations or distributing individuals around an optimum resembles a type of “local607

search”, which is useful to observe the nearby places of this optimum. Thus, if the608

optimum moves to nearby places, it might be tracked [86, 84].609

However, this approach has some drawbacks that might make it not so suitable610

for certain type of problems. They are listed bellow:611

• Dependence on whether changes are known / easy to detect or not : To in-612

crease diversity after a change assumes that the occurrence of a change is613

know or can be easily detected.614

• Difficulty in identifying the correct mutation size (in case of Hyper-mutation615

and VLS) or the number of sub-swarms (in case of Hierarchy PSO): too small616

steps will resemble local search while too large steps will result in random617

search [12].618

• Little information retained from previous search: Basically, once the algo-619

rithm has converged, the only information carried over from one stage of620

the problem to the next stage after a change is the location of the previous621

optimum. Intuitively, a lot more information could be relevant.622

4.4. Maintaining diversity during the search623

4.4.1. Overview624

Another approach is to maintain population diversity throughout the search625

process to avoid the possibility that the whole population converges into one place,626

hence unable to either track the moving optimum or detect a new competing peak627

(see Algorithm 2).628

Methods following this approach do not detect changes explicitly. Instead629

they rely on their diversity to adaptively cope with the changes. Typical exam-630

ples of this approach are Random Immigrants [54], fitness sharing [92], Thermo-631

Dynamical GA[93], Sentinel Placement [13], Population-Based Incremental Learn-632

ing [94], several Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) variants [95, 96, 97, 98], and633

dynamic evolutionary multi-objective optimization [99, 100, 101].634

In the Random Immigrants method, in every generation a number of generated635

random individuals are added to the population to maintain diversity. Experimen-636

tal results show that the method is more effective in handling dynamics than the637
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Algorithm 2 Maintaining diversity

1. Initialize:: Initialize the population

2. For each generation

(a) Evaluate:: Evaluate each member of the population
(b) Maintain diversity : Add a number of new, diversified individuals to the

current population, or select more diversified individuals, or explicitly
relocate individuals to keep them away from one another.

(c) Reproduce: Reproduce a new population
(d) Return to step 2a

regular EA [54]. It is reported that the high diversity level brought by random638

immigrants also helps in handling constraints. In [14], it was shown that when639

combined with the constraint-handling repair method, random-immigrant signifi-640

cantly improve the performance of the tested EA.641

Morrison [13] followed a slightly different mechanism in which instead of gen-642

erating random individuals, his Sentinel Placement method initializes a number of643

sentinels which are specifically distributed throughout the search space. Experi-644

ments show that this method might get better results than Random Immigrants645

and Hyper-mutation in problems with large and chaotic changes [13].646

Two other approaches - Parallel PBIL (PPBIL2) and Dual PBIL (DPBIL) were647

proposed by Yang and Yao [94]. These methods are based on the Population-648

based Incremental Learning (PBIL) algorithm, which is a simple combination of649

population-based EA and incremental learning. PBIL has an adjustable prob-650

ability vector which is used to generate individuals. After each generation the651

probability vector is updated based on the best found solutions. It ensures that652

the vector will gradually “learn” the appropriate value to generate high quality653

individuals. In PPBIL2, Yang and Yao [94] improved PBIL for DOPs by main-654

taining two parallel probability vectors: a vector similar to the original one in655

PBIL and a random initialized probability dedicated to maintain diversity during656

the search. The two vectors are sampled and updated independently so that their657

sample sizes might be adjusted based on their relative performance. To improve658

PBIL2 in dealing with large changes, Yang and Yao [94] proposed the DPBIL659

where two probability vectors are dual with each other, i.e., given the first vector660

P1, the second vector P2 is determined by P2 [i] = 1− P1 [i] (i = 1, ..., n), where n661

is the number of variables. During the search only P1 needs to learn from the best662

generated solution because P2 will change with P1 automatically. PBIL and dual663

PBIL were also combined with random-immigrant in [52] with better results than664

the original algorithms.665

Diversity can also be maintained by rewarding individuals that are genetically666
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different to their parents [102]. In this approach, in addition to a regular GA pop-667

ulation, the algorithm maintains an additional population where individuals are668

selected based on their Hamming distance to their parents (to promote diversity)669

and another population where individuals are selected based on their fitness im-670

provement compared to their parents (to promote exploitation). By observing its671

own performance in stagnation and population diversity, the algorithm adaptively672

adjusts the size of the three populations to react to the dynamic environments.673

In Evolutonary Strategy, diversity can also be maintained by preventing the674

strategy parameters from converging to 0, e.g. in [34].675

The approach of maintaining diversity is also used in PSO to solve dynamic676

continuous problems. In their charged PSOs [96, 97, 98], Blackwell et al. applied677

a repulsion mechanism, which is inspired from the atom field, to prevent parti-678

cles/swarms to get too closed to each other. In this mechanism, each swarm is679

comprised of a nucleus and a cloud of charged particles which are responsible to680

maintain diversity. There is a repulsion among these particles to keep particles681

from approaching near to each other. In [88], both the particle selection and re-682

placement mechanisms are modified so that the most diversified particles (in term683

of Hamming distance) are selected and the particles that have similar positions684

are replaced. In the Compound PSO [103], the degree of particles deviating from685

their original directions becomes larger when the velocities becomes smaller, and686

distance information was incorporated as one of the criteria to choose a particle687

for the update mechanism.688

Bui et al. [99] proposed using multiple objectives to maintain diversity. The689

dynamic problem is represented as a two-objective problem. The first objective690

is the original objective, and the second is a special objective created to maintain691

diversity. Other examples of using multiple objectives to maintain diversity can692

be found in [100, 101], where in the latter they proposed six different types of ob-693

jectives, including retaining more old solutions; retaining more random solutions;694

reversing the first objective; keeping a distance from the closest neighbour; keeping695

a distance from all individuals; and keeping a distance from the best individual.696

The diversity-maintaining strategy is still the main strategy in many recent697

approaches, for example, see [98, 97, 104, 105, 14, 106, 95, 94, 52, 71, 107].698

4.4.2. Strengths and weaknesses699

Methods following this approach can bring the following advantages:700

• May be good for solving problems with severe changes : Thanks to its good di-701

versity, in certain situations the approach is good to solve problems with large702

changes (for example in [26, 14] it has been shown that random-immigrant703

help significantly improve the performance in dynamic constrained problems704

where changes are severe due to the presence of disconnected feasible regions)705
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• May be good for solving problem with rare changes (as shown in e.g. [92, 94]).706

This is because for rare changes an algorithm with high diversity may have707

enough time to converge.708

• May be effective in solving problems with competing peaks (as reported in709

[108])710

However, methods that maintain diversity throughout the search also have711

some disadvantages as follows:712

• Slow : Continuously focusing on diversity may slows down, or even distract713

the optimization process [12].714

• Not effective when the changes are small : Most methods following this ap-715

proach maintain their diversity by adding some stochastic element through-716

out the search. Obviously it will make the algorithm less effective in dealing717

with small changes where the optima just take a slight move away from their718

previous places [28].719

4.5. Memory Approaches720

When changes in dynamic problems are periodical or recurrent, i.e. the optima721

may return to the regions near their previous locations, it might be useful to re-722

use previously found solutions to save computational time and to bias the search723

process. To re-use old solutions in this manner, many researchers decided to add724

some sort of memory components to their EAs. The memory can also play the role725

as a reserved place for storing old solutions in order to maintain diversity when726

needed. The memory can be integrated implicitly as a redundant representation727

in the EAs, or it could be maintained explicitly as a separate memory component.728

4.5.1. Implicit memory729

Redundant coding using diploid genomes are the most common implicit mem-730

ory used in EAs for solving dynamic problems, e.g., [17, 109, 110, 111, 112]. A731

diploid EA is usually an algorithm whose chromosomes contain two alleles at each732

locus. Although most normal EAs for stationary are haploid, it is believed that733

diploid, and other multiploid approaches, are suitable for solving non-stationary734

problems [109]. A pseudo code for multiploid approaches for dynamic environ-735

ments is described in Algorithm 3, where the following three components need to736

be incorporated: (i) represent the redundant code; (ii)readjust the dominance of737

alleles; and (iii) check for changes.738

One typical way to represent the dominance of alleles is to use a table [110, 113]739

or a mask [114] mapping between genotypes and phenotypes. The dominance then740

can be changed adaptively among alleles depending on the detection of changes in741

the landscape.742
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Algorithm 3 Multiploid EA for dynamic optimization

1. Initialize:: Initialize the population and the multiploid representation

2. For each generation

(a) Evaluate: Evaluate each member of the population
(b) For each individual:

i. Detect changes
ii. Adjust the dominance level of each allele : If there is any change,

adjust the dominance to accommodate the current change
iii. Select the dominant alleles according to their dominance level

(c) Reproduce: Reproduce a new population using the adjusted mutations
(d) Return to step 2a

4.5.2. Explicit memory743

Methods that maintain the memory explicitly are described by the pseudo code744

in Algorithm 4:

Algorithm 4 Using explicit memory

1. Initialize:

(a) Initialize the population
(b) Initialize the explicit memory

2. For each generation

(a) Evaluate each member of the population
(b) Update the memory
(c) Reproduce a new population
(d) Use information from the memory to update the new population
(e) Return to step 2a

745

Methods following this approach need to accomplish four tasks:746

1. Decide the content of the explicit memory : The content of the memory can747

be either:748

(a) Direct memory: In most cases the direct memories are the previous749

good solutions/local optima [115, 20, 116, 117, 118, 119, 52, 120, 121,750

122, 88, 123, 91]. In [120] for certain circumstances the most diversified751

solutions (in term of standard deviation of fitness) are also selected for752

the memory. In [88] a set of previous positions and the corresponding753

fitness values of each individual may also be stored in the memory.754
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(b) Associative memory: Various type of information can be included in755

the associative memory, for example the information about the envi-756

ronment at the considered time [124, 125]; the list of environmental757

states and state transition probabilities [126]; the most common allelle758

in the population for each locus [91]; the probability vector that cre-759

ated the best solutions [52]; the distribution statistics information of760

the population at the considered time [119]; the probability of the oc-761

currence of good solutions in each area of the landscape [127, 90]; or762

the probability of likely feasible regions [27]. An interesting example763

of associative memory was shown in Artificial Immune Systems (AIS)764

[128, 129]. In these methods, changes in a dynamic environment are765

usually viewed as antigens and the “building blocks” (gene segments)766

from successful individuals in the past are considered as antibodies. The767

gene segments are stored as memory in a gene library so that they can768

be recalled whenever a change occurs. To identify which gene segments769

(antibodies) should match with a particular antigen (change in the en-770

vironment), each individual in the gene library is associated with the771

average fitness of the population at the moment it was stored [128].772

2. Decide how to update the memory: Generally the best found elements (direct773

or associative) of the current generation will be used to update the mem-774

ory. These newly found elements will replace some existing elements in the775

memory, which can be one or some of the followings:776

(a) The oldest member in the memory [124, 130, 29, 10]777

(b) The one with the least contributions to the diversity of the population778

[20, 124, 130, 118, 52, 131]. One common way to evaluate this criterion779

is to examine the similarity of elements in the memory, for example780

evaluating the minimum distance among all pairs of memory elements781

[20, 130]. In this case the less fit one of a pair will be replaced.782

(c) The one with least contribution to fitness [124]783

3. Decide when to update the memory : Ideally if we know exactly when a change784

happens, then the most suitable time to update the memory is right after the785

time the change happens. However, in general it might not always be possible786

to know exactly when a change happens. As a result the memory may also787

be updated after each generation or after a certain number of generations.788

Doing so might also favor diversity, for example see [1, 132, 120].789

4. Decide how to use the memory : Usually the best elements in the memory790

(i.e. the ones that show the best results when re-evaluated) will be used to791

replace the worst individuals in the population. Replacement can take place792

after each generation or after a certain number of generations, or it can be793

done after each change if the change can be recognized.794
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4.5.3. Strengths and weaknesses795

Here are the advantages of using memory-based approaches:796

1. Effective for solving problems with cyclic environments. Thanks to their797

ability to recall old solutions from the memory, memory-based approaches798

are especially suitable for solving problems with cyclic changes. For exam-799

ple, Yang [65] showed that the memory-based versions of GA and random-800

immigrant significantly outperform the original algorithms in cyclic dynamic801

environments.802

2. May be good in slowing down convergence and favor diversity [1, 132].803

Memory approaches, however, also have some disadvantages that may require804

them to be integrated with some other methods for the best results:805

1. Might be useful only when optima reappear at their previous locations or if806

the environment returns to its previous states. In the experiments, Lewis et807

al. [109] showed that redundant coding does not ensure enough diversity to808

adapt to random changes. Branke [20] also mentions that some explicit mem-809

ory approaches might no longer be effective if the oscillation does not bring810

the global optimum to the exact previous location but a slightly different811

one [1].812

2. Might not be good enough to maintain diversity for the population, and in813

fact, memory may not be very useful unless combined with some diversity814

mechanism as pointed out by Branke [20]. Recently, several studies have815

tried to improve this disadvantage by combining memory-based approaches816

with diversity schemes, e.g., [130, 65].817

3. Redundant coding approaches might not be good for cases where the number818

of oscillating states is large. There are two reasons for this:819

(a) First, the redundant code might become too large, hence reduce the820

performance of the algorithm.821

(b) Second, in practice it might not always be possible to know the num-822

ber of oscillating states before hand. Without this information, it is823

impossible to design an appropriate representation for the redundant824

code.825

4. The information stored in the memory might become redundant (and obso-826

lete) when the environment changes. This redundancy may affect the perfor-827

mance of the algorithm. For example, Branke [18] empirically showed that828

memories are of no use if there is no recurrence in the environments.829
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4.6. Prediction approaches830

4.6.1. Overview831

In certain cases, changes in dynamic environments may exhibit some patterns832

that are predictable. In this case, it might be sensible to try to learn these types833

of patterns from the previous search experience and based on these patterns try834

to predict changes in the future. Some studies have been made following this idea835

to exploit the predictability of dynamic environments. Obviously, memory ap-836

proaches, which are proposed to deal with periodical changes, can also be consid-837

ered a special type of prediction approaches. However, generally methods following838

the prediction approach are able to use their memory to cope with more various839

types of changes than only cyclic/recurrent changes. A pseudo code describing840

prediction approaches is shown in Algorithm 5.841

Algorithm 5 Prediction approach to solve dynamic problems

1. Initialize phase:

(a) Initialize the population
(b) Initialize the learning model and training set

2. Search for optimum solutions and detect changes

3. If a change is detected

(a) Use the current environment state as the input for the learning model
(b) Use the learning model to estimate the type of this current change

and/or how the next change should be
(c) Generate new /recall old individuals that best match with the estima-

tion
(d) Search for the new optimum using the new population
(e) Update the training set based on the search results

4. Return to step 2

A common prediction approach is to predict the movement of the moving op-842

tima. Hatzakis and Wallace [69] combined a forecasting technique (autoregressive)843

with an EA. This forecasting technique is used to predict the location of the next844

optimal solution after a change is detected. The forecasting model (time series845

model) is created using a sequence of optimum positions found in the past. Exper-846

imental results show that if this algorithm can predict the movements of optima847

correctly, it can work well with very fast changes. A similar approach was pro-848

posed in [133] where the movement of optima was predicted using Kalman filters.849

The predicted information (the next location of the optimum) is incorporated into850

an EA in three ways: First, the mutation operator is modified by introducing851

some bias so that individuals’ exploration is directed toward the predicted region.852
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Second, the fitness function is modified so that individuals close to the estimated853

future position are rewarded. Third, some ”gift” individuals are generated at the854

predicted position, and introduced into the population to guide the search. Exper-855

iments on a visual tracking benchmark problem show that the proposed method856

does improve the tracking of the optimum, both in terms of distance to the real857

position and smoothness of the tracking.858

Another approach is to predict the locations that individuals should be re-859

initialized to when a change occurs. In [37] this approach is used to solve two860

dynamic multi-objective optimization benchmark problems in two ways: First, the861

solutions in the Pareto set from the previous change periods were used as a time862

series to predict the next re-initialization locations. Second, to improve the chance863

of the initial population to cover the new Pareto set, the predicted re-initialization864

population is perturbed with a Gaussian noise whose variance is estimated based865

on historical data. Compared with random-initialization, the approach was able to866

achieve better results on the two tested problems. Another approach to estimate867

the areas to re-initialize individuals after a change occurs is the relocation variable868

method [10] described in Subsection 4.3. This method to some extents can also be869

considered a prediction method.870

Another interesting approach is to predict the time when the next change will871

occur and which possible environments will appear in the next change [126, 134].872

In these works, the authors used two prediction modules to predict two different873

factors. The first module, which uses either a linear regression [126] or a non-874

linear regression [134], is used to estimate the generation when the next change875

will occur. The second module, which uses Markov chain, monitors the transitions876

of previous environments and based on this data provides estimations of which877

environment will appear in the next change. Experimental results show that an878

EA with the proposed predictor is able to perform better than a regular EA in879

cyclic/periodic environments.880

Relating to prediction approaches, recently there are also some studies [23, 9,881

135, 15, 24] on time-linkage problems, i.e. problems where the current solutions882

made by the algorithms can influence the future dynamics. In such problems, it883

was suggested that the only way to solve the problems effectively is to predict884

future changes and take into account the possible future outcomes when solving885

the problems online. Another related study is the anticipation approach [136] in886

solving dynamic scheduling problems where in addition to finding good solutions,887

the solver also tries to move the system “into a flexible state” where adaptation888

to changes can be done more easily. Specifically, because it is observed that in the889

tested dynamic job-shop scheduling problem, the flexibility of the system can be890

increased by avoiding early machine idle times, the authors proposed a scheduling891

approach where in addition to the main optimality objective, solutions with early892
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idle time are penalized. The experimental results show that such an anticipation893

approach significantly improved the performance of the system.894

4.6.2. Strengths and weaknesses895

Methods following the prediction approach may become very effective if their896

predictions are correct. In this case, the algorithms can detect/track/find the897

global optima quickly, as shown in [69, 129, 128].898

However, prediction-based algorithms also have their own disadvantages, mostly899

due to training errors. These errors might be resulted from:900

1. Wrong training data: If the algorithm has not performed successfully in the901

previous change periods, the history data collected by the algorithm might902

not be helpful for the prediction or might even provide the wrong training903

data.904

2. Lack of training data: As in the case of any learning/predicting/forecasting905

model, the algorithms may need a large enough set of training data to pro-906

duce good results. It also means that the prediction can only be started907

after sufficient training data has been collected, e.g., [126, 134, 23, 9]. In the908

case of dynamic optimization where there is a need of finding/tracking the909

optima as quick as possible, this might be a disadvantage.910

3. The nature of the dynamic problems :911

• If changes in the dynamic environment are easily predictable (e.g., lin-912

ear, periodical or deterministic), the result is expected to be good, as913

can be seen in [69, 133].914

• However, if the changes are stochastic, or history data is misleading,915

prediction approaches might not get satisfiable results. For example,916

[15, 24] illustrated a situation where history data are actually inappro-917

priate for the prediction and might even mislead the predictor to get918

worse results.919

4.7. Self-adaptive methods920

Another approach is to make use of the self-adaptive mechanisms of EAs and921

other meta-heuristics to cope with changes. To some extent this approach closely922

relates to the prediction approach, because deep down self adaptation is the out-923

come of a process involving learning and predicting based on history data.924

One example is the GA with Genetic Mutation Rate [41], which allows the925

algorithm to evolve its own mutation strategy parameters during the search process926

based on the fitness of the population. In this method, the mutation rate is encoded927

in genes and is influenced by the selection process. The algorithm was tested in928

both gradual and abrupt dynamic landscapes. The results show that the algorithm929
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has better performance than a standard GA. However, it is still not better than930

hyper-mutation (see section 4.3 and [53]) - a method that increases its mutation931

rate after each change.932

A similar method was proposed by Ursem in his Multinational Genetic Algo-933

rithm (MGA) [137]. Five different parameters (probability for mutation, probabil-934

ity for crossover, selection ratio, mutation variance and distance) are encoded in935

the genomes of his MGA for adaptation. The adaptation mechanism works well936

in simple cases where the velocity of moving peaks is constant. However, in cases937

where the velocity is not constant, the adaptation seems to be not fast enough.938

These two results show the difficulty of applying adaptive parameter tuning to939

complex dynamic optimization.940

Some researchers also expressed their interests in using the self-adaptive mech-941

anism of such EAs as Evolution Strategy (ES) or EP (Evolutionary Programming)942

in dynamic optimization. Angeline [138] examined self-adaptive EP (saEP) and943

showed that the strategy is not effective for all types of tested problems. Bäck [8]944

showed that the log-normal self-adaptation in ES may perform better than saEP.945

Experiments pointed out that algorithm implementation and parameter settings946

have much less influence on ES in dynamic environments than in stationary envi-947

ronments [61] and that ES might be unreliable in rapidly changing environment948

[60]. Weicker [7] also argued that it is possible that the Gaussian mutation in the949

standard ES self-adaptation might not be appropriate for dynamic optimization.950

There are some mathematical analyzes on the performance of self-adaptive ES951

in dynamic environments. Arnold and Beyer [139] pointed out that the cumulative952

mutation step-size adaptation of ES can work well on a variant of the sphere model953

with random dynamics of the target. The strategy can realize optimal mutation954

step-size for the model. However, in the sphere modal with linear dynamics,955

another research of Arnold and Beyer [140] revealed that the mutation step-size956

realized by ES is not the optimal one (but the adaptation still ensures that the957

target can be tracked).958

4.8. Multi-population approaches959

4.8.1. Overview960

Another approach, which to some extent can be seen as a combination of di-961

versity maintaining/introducing, memory and adaptation, is to maintain multiple962

sub-populations concurrently. Each sub-population may handle a separate area of963

the search space. Each of them may also take responsibility for a separate task.964

For example, some sub-populations may focus on searching for the global optimum965

while some others may concentrate on tracking any possible changes. These two966

types of populations then may communicate with each other to bias the search. A967

pseudo code of a typical multi-population approach is shown below as Algorithm968

6.969
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Algorithm 6 Multi-population approach

1. Initialize::

(a) Initialize the setPsearch of sub populations finding the global optima
(b) Initialize the set Ptrack of sub populations tracking changes in the land-

scape

2. For each generation:

(a) Search for optima: Sub-populations in Psearch find the global optima
(b) Track changes : Sub-populations in Ptrack track any changes
(c) Maintain diversity : Re-allocate/split/merge the sub-populations so

that they are not overlapped and can cover a larger area of the search
space

(d) Adjust : Re-adjust each sub-population in Psearch based on the experi-
ence from sub-populations in Ptrack

(e) Reproduce each sub-population
(f) Return to step 2a

As can be seen, methods following the approach of using multiple populations970

usually need to accomplish two goals: First, they may need to assign different971

types of tasks to different sub-populations, for example Psearch to search and Ptrack972

to track, so that the search can be done effectively. Second, they need to divide973

the sub-populations appropriately and make sure that the sub-populations are not974

overlapped to have the best diversity and also to avoid the situation where many975

sub-populations find the same peak.976

For the first goal, assigning different tasks to the sub-populations, different977

methods have different approaches. One approach was proposed by Oppacher and978

Wineberg [63] in their Shifting Balance GA (SBGA). In SBGA, there are a number979

of small populations in Psearch searching for new solutions and there is only one980

large population in Ptrack to track changing peaks.981

Another method, the Self-Organizing Scouts (SOS) [141], follows a different982

direction which uses the main large population to search for optima (Psearch) and983

dedicates several small populations to track any change of each optimum that the984

algorithm has found so far (Ptrack). Whenever the main population finds a new985

peak, it will create a new sub-population to track changes in this peak. This ap-986

proach was adopted in different types of EAs and meta-heuristics, e.g., GA [104],987

DE [142, 143], and PSO [98, 144]. Relating to using one large population to search988

and a smaller population to track changes, an algorithm named RepairGA for989

solving dynamic constrained problems was proposed in [26, 59]. In this method,990

a large sub-population is dedicated to searching and one smaller sub-population991

is dedicated to tracking the moving feasible regions. The difference between Re-992
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pairGA and previous approaches is that in RepairGA the two sub-populations993

are allowed to overlap in the search space because their main purpose is not to994

maintain diversity. What distinguishes the two sub-populations in this work is995

that the main population accepts both infeasible and feasible solutions while the996

sub-population contains only feasible solutions.997

Another approach, the Multinational GA (MGA), introduced by Ursem [137],998

integrates both the functions of Psearch and Ptrack into each sub-population. It999

means that each population can both search for new solutions and track changes.1000

Whenever a sub-population detects a new optimum, it will split into two sub-1001

populations to make sure that each sub-population only tracks one optimum at a1002

time. This approach has been used not only in EAs but also in artificial immune1003

algorithms, for example [105]. The approach is also used by PSO-based algorithms1004

for dynamic optimization. One example is the Speciation PSO [75] where each sub-1005

population, or species, is a hyper-sphere defined by the best fit individual and a1006

specific radius. Another recent PSO example that also has multi swarms with1007

equal roles is the Clustering PSO in [145, 146].1008

Relating to the goal of assigning the tasks to sub-populations, it should be1009

noted that in dynamic optimization multiple populations are used not only for1010

the purpose of exploring different parts of the search space, but also for the pur-1011

pose of co-evolution [67, 26, 59] or maintaining diversity and balancing exploita-1012

tion/exploration [102].1013

For the second goal, dividing the sub-populations and making sure that the sub-1014

populations are not overlapping, there are also different approaches. The most1015

common approach is clustering: choosing some solutions in the population as the1016

centres of the future clusters, then defining each sub-population as a hyper-cube or1017

sphere with a given size. All individuals within the range of a hyper-cube/sphere1018

will belong to the corresponding sub-population of that hyper-cube/sphere. SOS1019

[141] is one the earliest methods that adopt this approach. It keeps the sub-1020

populations from being overlapped by using an idea borrowed from the Forking1021

Genetic Algorithm (FGA) [147] to divide up the space. Whenever the main pop-1022

ulation in Psearch finds a new optimum, it creates a new population in Ptrack and1023

assign this new population to the optimum. To separate the sub-populations,1024

SOS [141] confines each sub-population to a hyper-cube determined by a cen-1025

tre (the most fit individual in the population) and a pre-defined range. If an1026

individual of one sub-population ventures to the area monitored by another sub-1027

population, this individual will simply be discarded and re-initialized (this process1028

is called exclusion). The same forking approach is also used in other EAs, e.g., DE1029

[142, 143]. Similar approaches are also used in PSO. For example, in Multi-swarm1030

PSO (mPSO) [97], swarms are also divided into sub-swarm in the same way as in1031

SOS so that each swarm watches a different peak. In addition, mPSO also main-1032
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tains a similar mechanism (named anti-convergence) to the Psearch in SOS so that1033

there is always one free swarm to continue exploring the search space. Another1034

example is in Speciation PSO [75] where each species is a hyper-sphere whose cen-1035

tre is the best-fit individual in the species and each species can be used to track a1036

peak.1037

For clustering approaches, it is not always necessary to choose the best solu-1038

tions as the centres of the clusters. In recent approaches [145, 10], density-based1039

clustering methods are also used to divide/separate the sub-populations and to al-1040

low the algorithms explore different parts of the search landscape. It was reported1041

that these density-based clustering techniques do help to improve the performance,1042

but at the expense of additional computational cost to calculate the pair-wise dis-1043

tance among particles. The clustering-based approach is still widely used in recent1044

EDO studies, e.g., in [104] to optimize the dynamic network routing problems.1045

The second approach is to incorporate some mechanism of penalty/rewarding1046

to keep the sub-populations apart, of which SBGA [63] is a typical example. SBGA1047

maintains the separation of populations by selecting individuals in Psearch for re-1048

production according to their distance from the core in Ptrack rather than according1049

to their original fitness values. The further an individual is from the core, the more1050

likely that it will be reproduced.1051

The third approach is to estimate the basins of attractions of peaks and use1052

these basins as the separate regions for each sub-population. MGA [137] is the first1053

work following this approach. The authors provided a mechanism called hill-valley1054

detection: given two individuals in the search spaces, they calculate the fitness of1055

several random samples on the line between these two individuals. If the fitness in1056

a sample point is lower than that of the two individuals, then a valley is detected.1057

If a sub-population contains more than one valley, it will be split.1058

4.8.2. Strengths and weaknesses1059

Methods with the multi-population approach have the following advantages:1060

1. Can maintain enough diversity for the algorithm to adaptively start a new1061

search whenever a new change appears. Examples can be seen in the ex-1062

periments in [18] where the proposed multi-population algorithm (SOS) was1063

able to cover most of the peaks if given enough time while the non-multi-1064

population GA could not.1065

2. Able to recall some information from the previous generations thanks to1066

one (or several) population(s) dedicated for retaining old solutions. This1067

makes multi-population approaches usable in solving certain recurrent dy-1068

namic problems. For example, Ursem [137] and Branke [20] showed that the1069

multi-population MGA and memory-based EA were able to recall good old1070

solutions to deal with recurrent problems and hence outperformed normal1071

EAs.1072
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3. Can search/ track the moves of multiple optima, as analyzed in many existing1073

studies on multi-population, e.g., [137, 18].1074

4. Can be very effective for solving problems with competing peaks or multimodal1075

problems. A survey of Moser [148] showed that among 19 surveyed algorithms1076

that are designed to solve the multimodal competing peaks benchmark Mov-1077

ing Peaks, a majory (15 out of 19) follow the multi-population approach.1078

The multi-population approach also has some disadvantages. They are:1079

1. The number of populations is difficult to be defined as it depends on the1080

number of local optima.1081

2. The search area of each population, and the size of each population, are1082

difficult to be defined1083

3. Too many sub-populations may slow down the search. For example, Blackwell1084

and Branke [97] showed that for their multi-swarm PSO algorithm, if the1085

number of sub-populations (swarms) is larger than the number of peaks, the1086

performance of the algorithm decreases.1087

4. Limited size of memory or peaks that can be tracked.1088

4.9. Summary on the strengths and weaknesses of current EAs for DOPs1089

From the literature review above we can conclude that different EDO ap-1090

proaches seem to be best for different types of problems. This is the reason why1091

many recent studies try to combine different approaches into one single algorithm1092

to solve the problems better. Overall, multi-population approaches seem to be the1093

most flexible approach to date. The survey also shows that most existing methods1094

were tested and evaluated only on academic problems.1095

5. Theoretical development of EDO1096

Formally analysing EC for static problems has been a central theme in EC1097

since the early days [149]. Besides static property analyses, researchers have also1098

analyzed EA’s dynamic behaviour by Markov chain models, including convergence1099

reliability [150], convergence rate [151], and expected time to reach an optimum1100

(i.e., the first hitting time) [152, 153]. In contrast to the EA theory for static1101

problems, the research on EDO so far has mainly been empirical. Theoretical1102

analysis of EDO has just appeared in recent years with only a few results. This1103

is because analysing EAs for DOPs is much more difficult than analysing EAs for1104

static problems due to the extra dynamics introduced in DOPs. The theoretical1105

studies on EDO so far are briefly reviewed as follows.1106
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The early theoretical works on EDO mainly just extended the analysis of simple1107

EAs, e.g., the (1+1) EA3, for static optimization to simple DOPs, e.g., the dynamic1108

bit matching problem. This is natural and has served as a good starting point. As1109

a first theoretical work on EDO, Stanhope and Daida [154] analyzed a (1+1) EA1110

on the dynamic bit matching problem. They presented the transition probabilities1111

of the (1+1) EA and showed that even small perturbations in the fitness function1112

could have a significantly negative impact on the performance of the (1+1) EA.1113

Based on the work by Stanhope and Daida [154], Branke and Wang [155] developed1114

an analytical model for a (1, 2) evolution strategy (ES) and compared different1115

strategies to handle an environmental change within a generation on the dynamic1116

bit matching problem.1117

Droste [156] analyzed the first hitting time of a (1+1) ES on the dynamic bit1118

matching problem, where exactly one bit is changed with a given probability p1119

after each function evaluation. It was shown that the expected first hitting time1120

of the (1+1) ES is polynomial if and only if p = O(logn/n). Arnold and Beyer1121

[139] investigated the tracking behaviour of an (µ/µ, λ) ES with self-adaptive1122

mutation step-size on a single continuously moving peak. They derived a formula1123

to predict the tracking distance of the population from the target. Jansen and1124

Schellbach [157] presented a rigorous performance analysis of the (1+λ) EA on a1125

tracking problem in a two-dimensional lattice and showed that the expected first1126

hitting time strictly increases with the offspring population size (i.e., λ) whereas1127

the expected number of generations to reach the target decreases with λ. In [60],1128

Weicker and Weicker analyzed the behaviour of ESs with several mutation variants1129

on a simple rotating dynamic problem. In [6], Weicker presented a framework for1130

classifying DOPs and used it to analyze the how the offspring population size1131

and two special techniques for DOPs affect the tracking probability of a (1, λ)-ES.1132

Weicker [158] also used Markov models to analyze the tracking behaviour of (1, λ)-1133

ESs with different mutation operators for a discrete optimization problem with a1134

single moving optimum.1135

More recently, in [159], Rohlfshagen et al. analyzed how the magnitude and1136

frequency of change may affect the performance of the (1+1) EA on two specially1137

designed pseudo-Boolean functions under the dynamic framework of the XOR1138

DOP generator [118]. They demonstrated two counter-intuitive scenarios, i.e., the1139

algorithm is efficient if the magnitude of change is large and inefficient when the1140

magnitude of change is small, and the algorithm is efficient if the frequency of1141

change is very high and inefficient if the frequency of change is sufficiently low.1142

3In a (1+1) EA, there is only one solution maintained in the population. In each iteration,
the unique solution acts as the parent to generate an offspring via mutation. If the fitness of
the offspring is not worse than the parent, the offspring will replace the parent; otherwise, the
parent will survive into the next generation.
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These results allow us to gain a better understanding of how the dynamics of a1143

function may affect the runtime of an algorithm.1144

In addition to the above runtime analysis of EDO, as another line of research,1145

some theoretical studies on EDO have been devoted to the analysis of dynamic1146

fitness landscape. Branke et al. [160] analyzed the changes of the fitness land-1147

scape due to changes of the underlying problem instance and proposed a number1148

of measures that are helpful to understand what aspects of the fitness landscape1149

change and what information can be carried over from one stage of the problem to1150

the next. They applied these measures to several instances of a multi-dimensional1151

knapsack problem. In [161], Branke et al. further analyzed the role of represen-1152

tation on the fitness landscape based on the dynamic multi-dimensional knapsack1153

problem.1154

In [4, 5], Rohlfshagen and Yao analyzed the properties of a dynamic subset1155

sum problem and investigated the correlation between the dynamic parameters of1156

the problem and the resulting movement of the global optimum. Interestingly, the1157

authors showed empirically that the degree to which the global optimum moves1158

in response to the underlying dynamics is correlated only in specific cases. Their1159

observations obtained here and in [159] indicate that simply tracking an optimum1160

is not sufficient in real-world problems.1161

Tinos and Yang [44] analyzed the XOR DOP generator based on a linear trans-1162

formation matrix and showed that XOR does not alter the underlying function but1163

rotates each search point prior to each fitness evaluation. In [162], Tinos and Yang1164

further analyzed the properties of the XOR DOP generator based on the dynamical1165

system approach of the GA in [163]. The authors showed that a DOP generated1166

by the XOR generator can be described as a DOP with permutation, where the1167

fitness landscape is changed according to a permutation matrix. Hence, the XOR1168

DOP generator can be simplified by moving the initial population of a change1169

cycle instead of rotating each individual prior to each fitness evaluation.1170

In [164, 165], Richter constructed spatio-temporal fitness landscapes based on1171

Coupled Map Lattices (CML). The idea of using CML to construct dynamic fit-1172

ness landscapes is interesting since CML facilitate efficient computing of the fit-1173

ness landscape and can reveal a broad variety of complex spatio-temporal behav-1174

ior [166]. In [127, 27], Richter further analyzed and quantified the properties of1175

spatio-temporal fitness landscapes constructed from CML using topological and1176

dynamical landscape measures such as modality, ruggedness, information content,1177

epistasis, dynamic severity, and two types of dynamic complexity measures, Lya-1178

punov exponents and bred vector dimension. Experiments were also carried out1179

to study the relationship between these landscape measures and the performance1180

criteria of an EA. These studies from Richter are interesting in terms of helping1181

us to relate the landscape measures to the behavior of EDO algorithms.1182
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6. Summary and future research directions1183

6.1. Summary1184

In this paper we have reviewed and categorized existing EDO studies from sev-1185

eral perspectives, namely benchmark problems (Section 2), performance measures1186

(Section 3), methodology (Section 4), and theory (Section 5).1187

The review showed us the strengths and weaknesses of different EDO methods.1188

From the literature review, we can conclude that each EDO approach seems to1189

be suitable only for certain types of DOPs, which conforms to the No Free Lunch1190

theorem [167]. The fact that each approach is likely to be suitable to some partic-1191

ular classes of problems is also the reason why many recent studies try to combine1192

different approaches into one single algorithm to solve the problems better.1193

The review showed us that there have been some recent works on the theory1194

behind EDO. These theoretical studies are still quite basic. However, they have1195

made very important first steps toward understanding EDO and will surely act as1196

the basis for further theoretical studies on EDO.1197

The review also identified the common assumptions of the community about1198

the characteristics of DOPs, which can be summarized as follows:1199

• Optimization goals : Optimality is the primary goal or the only goal in a ma-1200

jority of academic EDO studies, as evidently shown by the large number of1201

optimality-based measures reviewed in Section 3. Some studies do pay atten-1202

tion to developing other complementary measures (e.g. the behaviour-based1203

measures in Subsection 3.2), but these complementary measures mainly fo-1204

cus on analysing the behaviours of the algorithms rather than checking if the1205

algorithms satisfy users requirements.1206

• The time-linkage property : Non time-linkage (the algorithm does not in-1207

fluence the future dynamics) is the main focus of current academic EDO1208

research, as evidently shown by the fact that all commonly used general-1209

purpose benchmark problems are non-time-linkage.1210

• Constraints : Unconstrained or bounded constrained problems are the main1211

focus of academic research, especially in the continuous domain, as shown1212

by the majority of academic benchmark problems. There is a clear lack of1213

studies on constrained and dynamic constrained problems.1214

• Visibility and detectability of changes : Most current EDO methods assume1215

that changes either are known or can be easily detected using a few detectors.1216

• Factors that change: The major aspect that changes in academic problems1217

is the objective function.1218
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• Predictability : The predictability of changes has increasingly attracted the1219

attention of the community. However, the number of studies in this topic is1220

still relatively small compared to the unpredictable case1221

• Periodicity : The periodicity of changes is a given assumption in many main-1222

stream approaches such as memory and prediction.1223

The literature review showed that not many of the assumptions above are1224

backed up by evidence from real-world applications. This leads to the question of1225

whether these assumptions still hold in real-world dynamic optimization problems1226

(DOPs) and whether the considered characteristics are representative in real-world1227

applications. In the next subsection, we will discuss this question in detail.1228

6.2. The gaps between academic research and real-world problems1229

The lack of a clear link between EDO academic research and real-world sce-1230

narios has lead to some criticisms on how realistic current academic problems are.1231

Ursem et al. [168] questioned the importance of current academic benchmarks1232

by stating that “no research has been conducted to thoroughly evaluate how well1233

they reflect characteristic dynamics of real-world problems”; Branke et al. [160]1234

pointed out that “little has been done to characterize and understand the nature1235

of a change in real-world problems”; Rohlfshagen and Yao [4] criticized that “a1236

large amount of effort is directed at an academic problem that may only have lit-1237

tle relevance in the real world”; and in [25, 15], it has been showed that there are1238

some classes of real-world problems whose characteristics have not been captured1239

by existing academic research yet. [25] also showed evidence of situations where1240

existing EDO techniques could not solve certain classes of DOPs effectively due to1241

the uncaptured characteristics of DOPs.1242

Most recently, for the first time a detailed review [14, Chapter 3] of a large1243

set of recent “real”4 real-world dynamic optimization problems has been made to1244

investigate the characteristics of real-world problems and how they relate to the1245

characteristics of current academic benchmark problems.1246

The investigation in [14] pointed out certain gaps between academic EDO re-1247

search and real-world DOPs. First, current studies in academic EDO do not cover1248

all types of common dynamic optimization problems yet. As shown in Section 2,1249

the most common type of DOPs that current academic research considers are un-1250

constrained, non-time-linkage problems. However, the study in [14] showed that1251

4Only references that actually use real-world data or solve problems in actual real-world situa-
tions were considered. Benchmark problems, even if designed to simulate real-world applications,
were not considered unless there is evidence that the data used to create the benchmark were
taken from real-world applications.
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this type of problem occupies only a small part of the surveyed applications. The1252

study also found that there are two types of problems that are very common in1253

real-world situations but received very little attention from the community: dy-1254

namic constrained problems and time-linkage problems.1255

Second, although many of current EDO academic research works only focus on1256

one major optimization goal: optimality (to find the best fitness value, as shown in1257

Subsection 3.1), the study in [14] showed that there might be many other common1258

optimization goals, for example (a) to provide a new (decent) solution quickly; (b)1259

to make sure that the after-change solution is not very different from the before-1260

change solution; (c) to make sure the new solutions are as close to a reference1261

solution as possible; and (d) to make sure that the future solutions must be in1262

certain bounds.1263

Third, although most current EDO artificial benchmark problems have only one1264

changing factor: the objective function as shown in Section 2, the study in [14]1265

showed that there are also other common types of changing factors: constraints,1266

number of variables, domain ranges and switch-mode changes.1267

In summary, the review in [14] showed that besides the characteristics and1268

assumptions commonly used in EDO academic research, real-world DOPs also1269

have other important types of problems and problem characteristics that have not1270

been studied extensively by the EDO community. In order to solve real-world1271

DOPs more effectively, it is necessary to take these characteristics and problem1272

types into account when designing new algorithms, performance measures and1273

benchmark problems.1274

6.3. Future research directions1275

As reviewed in this paper, there have been quite a lot of studies devoted to1276

EDO and fruitful results have been achieved over the last 20 years. However, the1277

research domain of EDO is still relatively young. Much more effort is needed to1278

fully develop and understand the domain of EDO. Some future research directions1279

on EDO are highlighted and suggested as follows.1280

• Benchmark problem: The survey in this paper shows that most existing1281

methods were tested and evaluated only on academic problems. The ques-1282

tion then is to find out (i) what are the common characteristics of existing1283

academic problems; (ii) what are the common criteria to evaluate EDO al-1284

gorithms; and more importantly (iii) whether these common characteristics1285

and evaluation criteria reflect the common situations in real-world scenarios.1286

As mentioned before, the common assumptions of the EDO community about1287

the characteristics of DOPs are not totally backed up by evidence from real-1288

world applications. This leads to the question of whether these academic1289

assumptions still hold in real-world DOPs and, if yes, then whether these1290
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assumptions are representative in real-world applications and in what type1291

of applications do they hold. The review in [14] was the first study which1292

attempts to answer the above questions and it has pointed out that there1293

are certain gaps between current EDO academic research and real-world1294

applications. In future research on EDO, further investigations should be1295

made to close these gaps and accordingly to bring EDO research closer to1296

realistic scenarios.1297

• Methodology research: Although a number of EDO approaches have been1298

developed for solving DOPs, new efficient approaches are still greatly needed1299

to address different types of DOPs. As the review has shown, different1300

methods have different strengths and weaknesses for different DOPs. Hence,1301

it is also worthy to further develop and investigate hybrid methods for DOPs1302

in the future. Here, it is very important to develop adaptive systems that1303

can deal with DOPs of different characteristics. Active adaptability should1304

also be addressed so that future algorithms are able to effectively handle1305

dynamics even without change detection.1306

• Theoretical research: As mentioned before, the theoretical studies on EDO1307

are quite limited so far. The relative lack of theoretical results on EDO makes1308

it hard to fully justify the strengths and weaknesses of EDO algorithms and1309

predict their behaviour for different DOPs. Hence, theoretical studies on1310

EDO are greatly needed for the domain. As reviewed, the computational1311

complexity analysis of EDO has started with a few results. But, this line1312

of research needs to be enhanced significantly in order to gain insights as1313

to what DOPs are hard or easy for what types of EDO algorithms. Here,1314

techniques for analyzing evolutionary optimization for static problems, e.g.,1315

drift analysis [153, 169], may be applied or adapted to analyze EDO.1316

Dynamic behaviour analysis of EDO algorithms needs also to be pursued or1317

enhanced. For many real-world DOPs, it is more useful to know how well an1318

algorithm tracks the moving optimal solution(s) within certain acceptable1319

error levels rather than whether and how fast the algorithm could hit the1320

moving optima. Hence, we need to analyze EDO regarding such properties1321

as tracking error and tracking velocity.1322

• Application research: In this paper, we have mainly focused on reviewing1323

academic research on EDO although there have been a number of real-world1324

application studies on EDO, for example, see [104, 170, 171, 172, 14]. How-1325

ever, the number of EDO application studies so far is significantly below1326

expectation. Researchers in the EDO domain need to consider and model1327

more real-world DOPs, which is a challenging task, and apply EDO and1328
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other meta-heuristic methods to solve them in the future. This will further1329

justify and promote the domain of EDO in particular and the domain of1330

optimization in dynamic environments in general.1331
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